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Riccardo Muti
Born in naples, italy, riccardo muti is one of
the preeminent conductors of our day. in 2010,
when he became the 10th music director of the
Chicago Symphony orchestra (CSo), he had
more than 40 years of experience at the helm of
maggio musicale Fiorentino (1968–1980), the
philharmonia orchestra (1973–1982), the phil -
a delphia orchestra (1980–1992), and teatro
alla Scala (1986–2005). 

muti studied piano under Vincenzo Vitale 
at the Conservatory of San pietro a majella in
naples and subsequently received a diploma 
in composition and conducting from the 
giu seppe Verdi Conservatory in milan. his 
principal teachers were Bruno Bettinelli and
antonino Votto, principal assistant to arturo
toscanini at la Scala. after he won the guido
Cantelli Conducting Competition in milan in
1967, muti’s career developed quickly. 

herbert von Karajan invited him to conduct
at the Salzburg Festival in austria in 1971, and
muti has maintained a close relationship with
the summer festival and with its great orchestra,
the Vienna philharmonic, for more than 45
years. he has received the distinguished golden
ring from the philharmonic and been recog-
nized with the otto nicolai gold medal. he
also is a recipient of a silver medal from the

Salzburg mozarteum and the golden Johann
Strauss award by the Johann Strauss Society 
of Vienna. he is also an honorary member of
Vienna’s gesellschaft der musikfreunde, the
Vienna hofmusikkapelle, the Vienna philhar -
monic, and the Vienna State opera.

in addition to his distinguished appoint-
ments as music director, muti has received 
innumerable international honors. he is a
Cavaliere di gran Croce of the italian republic,
officer of the French legion of honor, and a
recipient of the german Verdienstkreuz. Queen
elizabeth ii bestowed on him the title of hon-
orary Knight Commander of the British em -
pire, russian president Vladimir putin awarded
him the order of Friendship, and pope Bene -
dict XVi made him a Knight of the grand
Cross First Class of the order of Saint gregory
the great—the highest papal honor. muti also
has received israel’s Wolf prize for the arts,
Sweden’s prestigious Birgit nilsson prize, Spain’s
prince of asturias award for the arts, Japan’s
order of the rising Sun gold and Silver 
Star decoration, and the gold medal from italy’s
ministry of Foreign affairs as well as the 
prestigious “presidente della repubblica” award
from the italian government. he has received
more than 20 honorary degrees from universi-
ties around the world.

passionate about teaching young musicians,
muti founded the luigi Cherubini youth orch -
estra in 2004 and the riccardo muti italian
opera academy in 2015 to pass on the italian
opera tradition to young conductors and répéti-
teurs. through le vie dell’amicizia, a project of
the ravenna Festival in italy, he has conducted
in many of the world’s most troubled areas 
in order to bring attention to and advocate for
civic and social issues.

riccardo muti’s vast catalog of recordings,
numbering in the hundreds, ranges from the
traditional symphonic and operatic repertoires
to contemporary works. he also has written two
books, Verdi, l’italiano and Riccardo Muti: An
Autobiography: First the Music, Then the Words,
both of which have been published in several
languages.

www.riccardomutimusic.com 
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the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (CSo)
is consistently hailed as one of the great-
est orchestras in the world. its music 

director since 2010 is riccardo muti, one of 
the preeminent conductors of our day. Founded
in 1891 by its first music director, theodore
thomas, the CSo’s other illustrious music di-
rectors include Frederick Stock, désiré defauw,
artur rodzinski, rafael Kubelík, Fritz reiner,
Jean martinon, Sir georg Solti, and daniel
Barenboim. From 2006 to 2010, Bernard
haitink served as principal conductor, the first
in CSo history. pierre Boulez was appointed
principal guest conductor in 1995 and then
named helen regenstein Conductor emeritus
in 2006, a position he held until his death in
January 2016. Celebrated cellist yo-yo ma was
appointed the CSo’s Judson and Joyce green
Creative Consultant in 2010. Samuel adams
and elizabeth ogonek were appointed the
CSo’s mead Composers-in-residence in 2015.

the renowned musicians of the CSo com-
mand a vast repertoire that spans from Baroque
to new music. they annually perform more
than 150 concerts, most at Symphony Center in
Chicago, and, since 1936, in the summer at the

ravinia Festival. the CSo also tours nationally
and internationally. Since its first tour to
Canada in 1892, the orchestra has performed
in 29 countries on five continents during 60 
international tours. 

Since 1916, recording has been significant in
establishing the orchestra’s international repu-
tation, with recordings by the CSo earning a
total of 62 grammy awards from the national
academy of recording arts and Sciences. 
in 2007 the CSo launched an independent 
label, CSo resound. the 2010 release of Verdi’s
Messa da Requiem was recognized with two
grammy awards. listeners and fans around the
world can hear the CSo in weekly airings of 
the CSo radio Broadcast Series, which is syn-
dicated on the WFmt radio network and on-
line at CSo.org/radio. in addition, the CSo’s
youtube video of Beethoven’s Symphony no. 9,
conducted by muti, has received over seven
million views.

annually, the CSo engages more than
200,000 people of diverse ages, incomes, and
backgrounds through the innovative programs
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Friday, october 13, 2017, 8pm 
zellerbach hall

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Riccardo Muti, conductor

PROGRAM

gioachino roSSini (1792–1868) overture to William Tell

elizabeth ogoneK (b. 1989) All These Lighted Things 
(three little dances for orchestra)
(West Coast premiere)

exuberant, playful, bright
gently drifting, hazy
buoyant

INTERMISSION

anton BruCKner (1824–1896) Symphony no. 4 in e-flat major (Romantic)
moving, not too fast
andante quasi allegretto
Scherzo: moving
Finale: moving, but not too fast

Bank of America is the Global Sponsor of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
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Gioachino Rossini
Overture to William Tell
time has not been kind to rossini. today he is
identified with a handful of comic operas (often
dismissed as implausible and silly, and fre-
quently staged as sophomoric slapstick) and a
dozen or so overtures, the most famous of
which brings to mind a television cowboy who
rode high in the ratings from 1949 until 1965
instead of the heroic figure of William tell. 
the opening sentence of philip gossett’s article
in The New Grove offers a healthy corrective: 
“no composer in the first half of the nineteenth
century enjoyed the measure of prestige, wealth,
popular acclaim or artistic influence that be-
longed to rossini.”

rossini was born less than three months after
the death of mozart (“he was the wonder of 
my youth,” rossini later wrote, “the despair of 
my maturity, and he is the consolation of my
old age”), was a professional contemporary of
Beethoven and Schubert (as well as the young
mendelssohn and Berlioz), and lived into the
era of Wagner and Brahms. But he retired in
1830, at the height of his career, leaving behind
the world of opera where he had reigned since
1812, when his La pietra del paragone tri-
umphed at la Scala. during the remaining four
decades of his life he did not write another
opera (for a while he contemplated a treatment
of goethe’s Faust), choosing instead to preside
over his celebrated salon (one of the most fa-

mous in all europe) and to putter in the kitchen
(tournédos rossini are his most famous con-
coction). only occasionally did he put pen to
manuscript paper.

William Tell was his last opera. it is a vast, 
imposing, and richly beautiful work in four
acts, and in its day it was extravagantly praised
(donizetti said act 2 was composed not by
rossini but by god) and frequently staged,
though seldom complete. (once, when the
head of the paris opera encountered rossini on
the street and boasted that the second act of Tell
was being performed that very night, the com-
poser replied, “indeed! All of it?”) in our time,
productions of William Tell are almost unheard
of—rossini’s serious operas, more important
historically than the comedies, are relatively un-
known to us today. ironically, the overture to
William Tell has become one of the most pop-
ular pieces in the orchestral repertory.

the opera is based on Friedrich Schiller’s
retelling of the story of the Swiss patriot
William tell and his famous bow and arrow. a
complex tale with a strong political theme (the
scene is Switzerland during the austrian occu-
pation), it first attracted goethe, who contem-
plated writing an epic poem on the tale, and
then Schiller, who made it the subject of his last
completed play. (tell’s status has fallen in our
day: an exhibition in lausanne in 1994 down-
graded him from national hero to the purely
fictional creation of Swiss folklore.)

PROGRAM NOTES
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COMPOSED
1828–29

FIRST PERFORMANCE
august 3, 1829; paris, France

INSTRUMENTATION
flute and piccolo, two oboes and 
english horn, two clarinets, two bassoons, 
four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, 
timpani, triangle, bass drum, cymbals, 
strings 

APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME
12 minutes

FIRST CSO PERFORMANCES
october 22, 1892, orchestra hall.

theodore thomas conducting
July 1, 1937, ravinia Festival. 

gennaro papi conducting

CSO RECORDING 
1958. Fritz reiner conducting. rCa.

GIOACHINO ROSSINI
OVERTURE TO WILLIAM TELL



rossini’s overture was immediately popular
and it often was played independently from
the opera during the composer’s lifetime.
When Berlioz wrote a long and detailed review
of William Tell in 1834, he could not disguise
his admiration for rossini’s music. he noted
that the overture was in an entirely new, en-
larged form, and had “in fact become a sym-
phony in four distinct movements instead of
the piece in two movements usually thought
to be sufficient.”

the overture opens unexpectedly with
music for solo cellos, one of rossini’s
greatest masterstrokes. “it suggests the

calm of profound solitude,” Berlioz wrote, “the
solemn silence of nature when the elements and
human passions are at rest.” a mountain storm
blows up, its turbulence and erupting tension
suggesting that both bad weather and patriotic
war lie just over the horizon. “the inevitable 
decrescendo of the storm is handled with un-
usual skill,” Berlioz writes of the magical pas-
sage that leads the listener directly down to the
mountain valley, where an english horn plays
an alpine herdsman’s melody. then the gallop-
ing allegro vivace begins—a dazzling finale, full
of brilliant, incisive effects and irresistible en-
ergy. even in 1834 Berlioz commented, with a
touch of envy, that its brio and verve “invariably
excite the transports of the house.” 

Elizabeth Ogonek
All These Lighted Things (three little dances
for orchestra)

(West Coast Premiere)
“as soon as i wrote my first piece,” elizabeth
ogonek told a reporter in 2015, the same 
year she was appointed as the CSo’s mead
Composer-in-residence, “i knew instantly that
i would spend the rest of my life composing.” 
it is that kind of commitment, coupled with an
early sense of her life’s purpose, that has carried
ogonek from her characteristically searching
student days, when she first thought that she
would pursue a career as a concert pianist, 
to having her music premiered by the Chicago
Symphony orchestra. once she fixed on a path,
her focus didn’t falter: she holds degrees from

the indiana university Jacobs School of music
and the university of Southern California
thornton School of music, and in 2015 she
completed doctoral studies at the guildhall
School of music and drama in london.

All These Lighted Things, her new piece for
the CSo, took nearly five months “and many,
many sleepless nights” to write. ogonek used to
compose music “in order,” that is from the first
page to the last. But that process has already
changed in her still-young career, and this new
score was written in fits and starts, hopping 
between its three dance-like movements. it was
mostly composed in her home studio and in
her campus office in oberlin, ohio, where she
is an assistant professor of composition at the
oberlin Conservatory, a position she began the
first year of her Chicago residency. She started
the score in Santa Fe, new mexico, at the
Women’s international Study Center (based in
a home originally built by members of Sibelius’
extended family). during 10 days there, she 
defended her dissertation (on Skype); finished 
In Silence, which was commissioned by music -
noW (the CSo’s new-music concert series,
now in its 20th season), and premiered in
Chicago in may; and put onto paper her first
ideas for the Chicago Symphony piece. months
later, she finished the score only minutes before
heading out to teach her freshman composition
class at oberlin. “that particular class saw a
very human elizabeth: weary, relieved but un-
certain, excited but nervous.”

All These Lighted Things began with a decep-
tively simple yet deeply earnest desire to com-
pose something happy and melodic. She had
come to realize, partly through writing, but
even more through teaching, that when she
whittles down her musical values to the most
fundamental ones, she is always left with the
idea of a melodic line. “So that’s where i chose
to start.” 

although she rarely begins to work with a
title already in mind, “all these lighted things,”
a line from a poem by thomas merton, came to
her before she wrote a note, and in many ways
it guided the direction of the piece. She had
been thinking about the liturgy of the hours and
how, as a ritual, it marks the progress of light

PROGRAM NOTES
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throughout the day. She knew merton’s A Book
of Hours, with its poems about dawn, day, dusk,
and dark, and was especially taken by his evo-
cation of dawn—“By ceasing to question the
sun/i have become light.” to ogonek the mes-
sage was clear: i have chosen to trust that light
will appear and it has. All These Lighted Things
explores the various ways “in which musical ob-
jects are made visible by this metaphorical light.”

poetry has regularly played an important role
in ogonek’s music. (Falling Up, the piece that
introduced her to musicnoW audiences in
march 2016, used the writings of both arthur
rimbaud and Shel Silverstein as a starting
point.) the way that words are an “expressive
and freeing medium” for poets became a lens
through which she has tried to make sense of
her own work as a composer. ogonek began
turning to poetry as a way of structuring her
musical ideas—“of holding me accountable for
the decisions i would eventually make”—and 
to provide a frame to work within. She likes to
quote Stravinsky: “the more constraints one
imposes, the more one frees one’s self. and the
arbitrariness of the constraint serves only to ob-
tain precision of execution.”

All These Lighted Things brings together
many strands in ogonek’s life, from her early
love for playing the piano and her polish her-

itage (she is also a quarter Croatian and half
indian) to her current role in Chicago. With All
These Lighted Things, she was thinking not only
about writing for the musicians of the Chicago
Symphony orchestra, but also about the kinds
of things riccardo muti brings to music—the
drama that he elicits from the orchestra, his 
natural physical connection to the music-
making process (she recalls the excitement of
seeing him leap into the air at the very end of
La mer at a concert he led in geneva, Switzer -
land), and “how his musical rapport with the
orchestra results in this incredibly flexible, al-
most caramel-like sound.” 

although the score is one of ogonek’s few
works for full orchestra, she says she has always
felt an affinity for orchestral music—an attrac-
tion to the spectrum of sounds and colors you
can get out of a vast community of musicians.
“the orchestra,” she says, “is an environment in
which my imagination really has the ability to
run free.” But writing for orchestra is also the
most challenging thing she has done: “not only
does it take me forever to write music, but it can
also be overwhelming to know that you are re-
sponsible for every single musician on stage.”

ogonek is now at work on a cycle of pieces
for 14 players to be premiered on the final
musicnoW concert of the season. 
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COMPOSED
2017

Commissioned by the 
Chicago Symphony orchestra

FIRST PERFORMANCES
September 28 and 29 and october 1, 2017; 
orchestra hall. Chicago, illinois. 
Chicago Symphony orchestra. 
riccardo muti conducting

INSTRUMENTATION
two flutes and two piccolos, two oboes, 
two clarinets and e-flat clarinet, 
two bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, 
three trombones and tuba, timpani, 
percussion (crotales, marimba, slapstick, 
piccolo woodblocks, rainsticks, triangles, 
Burma bells, Chinese opera gongs, 
vibraphone, vibraslap, tubular bells, 
glockenspiel, Japanese singing bowls, 
suspended cymbals, sizzle cymbal, 
egg shakers, bass drum), strings

APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME
15 minutes

ELIZABETH OGONEK
ALL THESE LIGHTED THINGS (THREE LITTLE DANCES FOR ORCHESTRA)



Elizabeth Ogonek on All These Lighted Things
When i began working on All These Lighted
Things, i set out to write a set of mazurkas 
based on musical fragments from the other two
works on this program (William Tell/Bruckner’s
Fourth). i would get up every day and scavenge
for material that i could transform into some-
thing i thought would be interesting. every day,
despite my efforts, i would fail miserably. i
quickly gave up on that plan. 

Something inside of me was fervently com-
mitted to the mazurka: perhaps my polish her-
itage, perhaps the joyful abandon with which
polish people dance the mazurka, or perhaps
my unabashed love of Chopin.

Chopin has been a preoccupation of mine
lately. i think it’s because the piano music is
some of the first music i really fell in love with
as a kid. When i think back to my earliest mem-
ories as a musician, i’m reminded of Chopin’s 
F-minor ballade or the d-flat-major nocturne
or the a-minor mazurka (op. 17, no. 4), and
how my heart would leap out of my chest as i
listened to those pieces, and to so much other 
of Chopin’s piano music. there’s something
about the unapologetic lyricism, the manipula-
tion of time, the burgeoning intensity, and
range of expression—as Chopin returned again
and again to the same forms—that gets me
every single time.

eventually, the mazurka plan fell by the way-
side as well. But what stuck was a collection of
little dance-like figures that i had composed as
i tried to make each iteration of my initial com-
positional plan work. as i thought about how
time transformed the bones of the mazurka for
Chopin, it occurred to me that i could take my
dance figures and cast them through imaginary
“filters” to see how they might bend and warp.
For example, the first dance explores the ways
in which a tune possessing several qualities
characteristic of the mazurka (triplet and 
dotted rhythms, second beat emphasis, in three)
might fluidly transition between contentedness,
ecstasy, and irrational danger. the second
dance presupposes that a sarabande has been
stretched out and submerged in water. elements
of the slow, stately dance surface only occasion-
ally. lastly, the third dance is, in my mind, more
communal than the other two. each section be-
gins with a small grouping of instruments and,
like a fly strip, begins to attract more and more
members of the orchestra doing their own thing
until the independent lines become indistin-
guishable. the result is a composite sound made
up of all the kinks and quirks that give way to
individual personalities.

the title, All These Lighted Things, comes
from a line in a poem about dawn, written by
thomas merton. at the heart of the piece is cel-
ebration and reverence for the things that bring
joy. it comes on the heels of several very dark
works and, thus, is a kind of first morning light.

Anton Bruckner
Symphony No. 4 in E-flat Major (Romantic)
anton Bruckner was 40 years old when he
wrote his first significant large-scale work—
a mass in d minor—and 42 before he wrote the
first symphony he was willing to claim. after
years as a diligent student, Bruckner had finally
found his own voice, but he was not confident
enough to trust it. the third and fourth sym-
phonies were the toughest for him, and, in both
cases, he needed several separate attempts—
and a number of smaller touch-ups—before 
he was satisfied. he began the Fourth Sym -
phony in 1874. Four years later, he wrote a new
scherzo and finale. in 1880 he made further
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changes, reaching what was, for the time being,
his final score. But in the late 1880s, he picked
up his pencil and returned to the e-flat sym-
phony. (it is the 1886 version, published in the
edition of leopold nowak, that is performed at
these concerts).

Bruckner was responding not just to his 
own second thoughts, but also to the trivial—
though deeply wounding—criticism of others.
Well-meaning friends suggested pruning
(Bruckner has always seemed long-winded to
the unsympathetic listener) and recommended
other changes, which Bruckner dutifully con-
sidered and often accepted. Franz Schalk and
Carl löwe—two favorite, though unfaithful 
disciples—thought the scherzo of the Fourth
Symphony ought to end pianissimo the first
time around, rather than in a blaze of brass as
Bruckner conceived it. and so it does, in the
first printed edition that they prepared in 1890.
(however, when it came time to authorize that
edition, Bruckner refused to sign the printer’s
copy; it was published anyway.)

Bruckner was certainly not the first com-
poser to suffer at the hands of insensitive
friends and colleagues. a tall, awkward man
with a severely cropped prussian haircut and a
wardrobe of seriously misshapen suits, his very
appearance seemed to invite doubt and scorn, if
not ridicule. (Beethoven, once arrested as a 
vagrant, had already proved that fashion plays
no role in musical greatness.) But Bruckner’s

problem lay deeper. From his earliest days, he
fought a devastating insecurity that frequently
damaged his dealings with people, made his life
one of perpetual misery, and almost denied him
a career as a composer.

yet, despite his doubts, the failure of several
important performances, the hostility of musi-
cians (the Vienna philharmonic rejected his
first three symphonies as unplayable), and the
disloyalty of his students, Bruckner managed to
get something down on paper that pleased him-
self, if no one else. in time, his unorthodox style,
with its leisurely pace, slowly unfolding har-
mony, obstinate repetition of simple motives
and chords, and apparent resistance to wrap
things up, found other receptive listeners.

Six of Bruckner’s symphonies start with a
vague rumble that Bruckner picked up
from the opening of Beethoven’s ninth

and then focus on an important theme as it
breaks through. Sometimes the effect is almost
improvisational, as if Bruckner sat at the piano—
or at the organ, for that was his instrument—
one hand waiting to see what the other would
do. in the Fourth Symphony, it takes us a 
surprisingly long time to figure out how quickly
the music is moving. a calm, clear horn call
beckons over string tremolos. But as the theme
emerges, it brings with it faster countermelodies
and increasing activity.
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COMPOSED
1874, revised 1878, 1880–81, 1886, 1888

FIRST PERFORMANCE
February 20, 1881, Vienna, austria. 

hans richter conducting

INSTRUMENTATION
two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,
two bassoons, four horns, three trumpets,
three trombones and tuba, timpani, strings

APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME
69 minutes

FIRST CSO PERFORMANCES
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Saturday, october 14, 2017, 8pm 
zellerbach hall

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Riccardo Muti, conductor
Stephen Williamson, clarinet

PROGRAM

Franz SChuBert (1797–1828) Symphony no. 8 in B minor, d. 759 
(Unfinished)

allegro moderato
andante con moto

Wolfgang amadeus mozart (1756–1791) Clarinet Concerto in a major, K. 622
allegro
adagio
rondo: allegro

Stephen Williamson, clarinet

INTERMISSION

robert SChumann (1810–1856) Symphony no. 2 in C major, op. 61
Sostenuto assai—allegro ma non troppo
Scherzo: allegro vivace
adagio expressivo
allegro molto vivace
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Franz Schubert
Symphony No. 8 in B minor, D. 759
(Unfinished)
We do not know why Schubert never finished
his B-minor symphony. this has been one of
music’s great unanswered questions for more
than a hundred years, and, despite some intel-
ligent speculation, we still come up empty-
handed today. at least we know that he did not
finish it. For many years, music lovers persisted
in believing that the missing movements sat,
forgotten, in some Viennese attic. on the other
hand, scholars no longer suggest that Schubert
intended to write a two-movement symphony,
giving the composer credit for a bold stroke
that, for all his daring, is not his.

the facts are scarce and mysterious, which
has only heightened the intrigue over the years.
there was no mention of this symphony made
during the composer’s lifetime. it lay buried, like
hidden treasure, in anselm hüttenbrenner’s
cluttered study until the 1860s—more than 30
years after Schubert’s death—when it was
dusted off to take its place as no. 8 among the
known Schubert symphonies.

the full score, clearly written in Schubert’s
own hand, is dated 30 october 1822, Vienna,

and signed, with his characteristic flourish,
Franz Schubert. the manuscript, headed
“Symphony in B minor,” includes two move-
ments: a wonderful, singing allegro moderato
and a heartbreaking andante con moto—both
so sublime that the Unfinished nickname is all
the more frustrating. on the back of the final
page of the andante are nine measures of a
scherzo, fully scored, followed by four blank
pages. in the 1960s, Christa landon discovered
a missing leaf that ought to have come before
the empty pages, containing measures 10
through 20 and then stopping abruptly, as if
Schubert had been interrupted mid-thought.
(a piano sketch of the symphony shows that
Schubert had planned the entire scherzo and
the beginning of a trio.)

We do not know what interrupted Schubert,
but a number of theories have been proposed.
this was, after all, a time of many unfinished
instrumental works: from February 1818 to
november 1822, he started and set aside
three—possibly four—different symphonies.
late in 1822, Schubert contracted syphilis 
and began to suffer from depression and failing
health. he also was nearly paralyzed by a grow-
ing awareness of Beethoven’s extraordinary
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symphonic work—music that blazed new paths
in an area in which Schubert felt the least as-
sured. (Schubert often struggled with the com-
positional process, even though it is true that a
song once came so easily to him that he jotted
it down, fully formed, on the back of a menu.)

perhaps Schubert was trying to face down
the giant using the language they both under-
stood best. he was always too shy to contact
Beethoven, even though they lived in the same
city for years. (When Beethoven was so deaf
that he provided books for visitors to write
down what they wanted to say, his nephew 
Karl mentioned, in august 1823: “they greatly
praise Schubert, but it is said that he hides 
himself.”) the two men met only once, when
Schubert went to visit Beethoven on his death -
bed with Josef and anselm hütten brenner, the
brothers who already had Schu bert’s unfinished
symphony in their possession.

When Schubert abandoned work on the 
B-minor symphony, he gave it to Josef hütten -
brenner, probably in 1823, after ripping out the
unfinished scherzo. (the first nine measures 
remained simply because they were written on
the back of the andante.) at some point, Josef
gave the manuscript to his brother anselm,
who shoved it in the back of a drawer. (a score
by Schubert that remained in Josef ’s posses-
sion—music for goethe’s Claudine von Villa
Bella—was used by his servants as kindling
sometime in 1848.) on march 8, 1860, in a let-
ter to Johann herbeck, an influential Viennese
musician, Josef casually mentioned that anselm
“possesses a treasure in Schubert’s B-minor
symphony, which we rank with his great C-
major symphony, his instrumental swan song,
and with all the symphonies of Beethoven—
only it is unfinished.” herbeck would never for-
get the morning some five years later when he
actually held the manuscript in his hands.

the attempts to round off Schubert’s score—
as if two polished, magnificent movements
were somehow unsatisfactory—began with the
very first performance on december 17, 1865,
when the finale of Schubert’s third Symphony
was tacked on to ensure a rousing finish. over
the years, other endings have been proposed.
(in 1928, the Columbia gramophone Com -

pany even considered hosting a competition 
for the best completion of the Unfinished Sym -
phony.) there have always been those who
claimed that Schubert actually finished the
work, and, as recently as 1942, it was suggested
that anselm hüttenbrenner had lost the 
manuscript of the last two movements. today, 
convinced by the evidence that Schubert’s
Unfinished Symphony was, in fact, never fin-
ished, we are more willing to accept the bril-
liance of what we have rather than long for what
we do not.

imagine the joy of uncovering one of music’s
true masterworks. even eduard hanslick, as
demanding (and sometimes as nasty) as any
critic in the 19th century, quickly turned to 
butter when he reviewed the first performance 
in 1865:

When, after the few introductory measures,
clarinets and oboes in unison begin to sound
their sweet song above the peaceful murmur of
the violins, then each and every child recog-
nizes the composer, and a half-suppressed out-
cry “Schubert” buzzes through the hall. he has
hardly entered, but it is as if one knows him by
his step, by his manner of lifting the latch.

We now know Schubert perhaps best
of all by that sweet song, and there
are generations of schoolchildren

who may never forget those unfortunate
words—“this is the symphony that Schubert
wrote and never finished”—that eager music
teachers have added to the lovely cello melody
that follows. the pathos and beauty of this en-
tire stretch of music is extraordinary, but even
more remarkable is the way Schubert sustains
the spell throughout the movement and on 
into the second. Schubert’s sketches show that
he originally wanted to end his first movement 
in B  major—which would have broken the
mood—but he thought better of it, leaving us
instead in the dark recesses of B minor.

the slow movement—and it is only relatively
slow, for Schubert specifies andante con moto
(with motion)—is in the unexpected key of
e major, where he would again uncover great
riches in the adagio of the C-major string quin-
tet. in this lovely movement, a few especially
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eloquent details stand out: the high-flying clar-
inet solo that gently sails over shifting chords,
and a wonderful moment of total stillness, dis-
turbed only by the octave call of the horn, just
before Schubert leads us back to the opening.

and it is here, with this perfect andante, that
we must stop. Schubert’s plans for the third-
movement scherzo look promising—it begins
with a strong theme, first played in octaves by
the full orchestra. there is no telling what might
have emerged had he polished this raw mate-
rial into something as fine as the two move-
ments we know so well.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Clarinet Concerto in A Major, K. 622
this concerto is the last important work mozart
finished before his death. he recorded it in 
his personal catalog without a date, right after
The Magic Flute and La clemenza di Tito. the
only later entry is the little Masonic Cantata,
dated november 15, 1791. the requiem, as we
know, did not make it into the list.

For decades the history of the requiem was
full of ambiguity, while that of the Clarinet
Concerto seemed quite clear. But in recent
years, as we learned more about the unfinished
requiem, questions about the concerto began
to emerge. the requiem riddles are now largely
solved, damaging a fair amount of romantic
myth and cinematic drama in the process. But
an accurate account of the Clarinet Concerto
seems more uncertain today than ever.

let us start with anton Stadler. mozart tells
us that he wrote the concerto for this great vir-

tuoso clarinet player, a close friend, a fellow
mason (although a member of a different lodge),
and, on numerous occasions, a spirited gam-
bling companion. mozart enjoyed Stadler’s
friendship and admired his talent, easily ac-
cepting that the latter was infinitely more gen-
erous and reliable than the former. the musical
skill was evidently prodigious:  “one would
never have thought,” wrote a critic in 1785, “that
a clarinet could imitate the human voice to such
perfection.” But Sophie haibel, mozart’s sister-
in-law, remembered Stadler as one of the com-
poser’s “false friends, secret bloodsuckers, and
worthless persons who served only to amuse
him at the table and intercourse with whom 
injured his reputation.” perhaps she had learned
from Constanze of the 500 gulden mozart lent
Stadler, a hefty sum that was still unpaid when
officials tallied the composer’s estate.

Stadler’s true debt to mozart is one clar-
inetists still owe him today: pages upon pages
of music as precious as any in the repertory. 
it is likely that mozart first heard Stadler play 
in march 1784, in a performance of his B-flat
wind serenade (K.  361). the Clarinet trio,
written two years later and supposedly finished
in a bowling alley on one of the many occa-
sions when mozart could not separate music
from life, may have been composed with Stad -
ler in mind. By 1789, the year of the magnifi-
cent Quintet for Clarinet and Strings (K. 581),
virtually every note mozart wrote for the in-
strument, including the added clarinet parts
for the great g-minor symphony, was written
for Stadler.
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We now come to the last year of mozart’s life.
in late august 1791, mozart set off for prague to
supervise the first performances of La clemenza
di Tito, accompanied by Stadler, who was to
play in the prague orchestra; Franz Xaver Süss -
mayr, who would soon inherit the task of fin-
ishing the requiem; and Constanze. mozart
worked on the opera in the coach, writing two
virtuoso obbligato solos for Stadler. the pre-
miere on September 6 was decently received,
though the empress maria luisa is said to have
shouted from her box, “una porcheria tedesca!”
(“german rubbish,” to use the imperial transla-
tion.) mozart returned home to Vienna, leav-
ing Stadler behind to accept thunderous
applause and cheers from his fellow orchestra
members for his big solos each night.

on September 28, mozart entered The Magic
Flute in his catalog; the premiere, two nights
later in a suburban Viennese theater, was only 
a partial success. Sometime in the middle of this
crazy schedule—two opera premieres in less
than a month, plus work on a requiem that had
recently been commissioned through a myste-
rious messenger—mozart began what would be
his last concerto, for Stadler’s clarinet. But there
is no mention of the concerto until october 7,
when mozart wrote to Constanze, who had
gone to Baden, boasting that after she left he
played two games of billiards, sold his horse 
for 14 ducats, sent out for black coffee, and
smoked a splendid pipe of tobacco before or-
chestrating  “almost the whole rondo for
Stadler.” a letter dated october 14 (mozart’s
last) describes the evening mozart took Salieri
to see The Magic Flute, an outing unfairly em-
bellished in peter Shaffer’s Amadeus. little more
than a month later, mozart fell ill; he died in less
than three weeks.

We come now to the questions, some still
unanswered. around the time mozart met an -
ton Stadler, he had begun to play a large new
clarinet—today called a basset clarinet, though
in mozart’s day it had no particular name. this
curious instrument extended the clarinet’s 
glorious lower register down a major third,
reaching four new deep and resonant notes. 

it seems clear that this is the instrument mozart
had in mind when he wrote both the celebrated
quintet and this final concerto.

But by the time the Clarinet Concerto was
published, a decade after mozart’s death, Stad -
ler’s basset clarinet had gone out of favor, and
the concerto was printed in a version rewritten
for the narrower range of the standard clarinet.
even though a contemporary review argued
that this was not the music mozart wrote, and
Stadler was still alive to protest, players and 
audiences quickly came to accept this revised
version. mozart’s autograph score has been lost.
there is, however, a fragment, 199 measures
long and written entirely in mozart’s hand, of a
concerto in g for basset horn (another ancient
member of the clarinet family) that nearly du-
plicates more than half of the first movement of
the Clarinet Concerto. apparently mozart first
conceived this music for basset horn, perhaps
as early as 1787, and later rewrote and finished
it for Stadler’s modified clarinet. We cannot 
be sure for whom the earlier concerto was in-
tended, nor why he chose to rewrite it for Stad -
ler at one of the most hectic times in his life. 
But we do know that mozart had nothing to do
with the version for standard clarinet—the one
that generations of musicians have come to
love, and the one that Stephen Williamson per-
forms tonight.

the concerto is one of mozart’s most per-
sonal creations; like the final piano con-
certo, it is as intimate and conversational

as chamber music, rather than grand and dra-
matic. We cannot blame historians—or play-
wrights for that matter—for suggesting mozart
knew his time was running out, for the music
implies as much. the slow movement carries
an almost unnatural burden of sadness on its
simple phrases; it is one of mozart’s greatest
arias and a testament to the power of music to
say what words cannot. of the two outer move-
ments, with their endless, natural lyricism, no
words are more apt than those mozart scholar
h.  C.  robbins landon remembered from
Shakespeare: “the heart dances, but not for joy.”
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Robert Schumann
Symphony No. 2 in C Major, Op. 61
in august 1844, robert Schumann suffered 
a severe breakdown. medical reports seldom
shed much light on works of art, but in Schu -
mann’s case, his creative process was regularly
dictated by his physical condition. his fragile
life was marked by recurring melancholy and
depression beginning as early as 1828. there
were recurrences in october 1830, throughout
1831, and in the autumn of 1833, when he 
attempted suicide by leaping from his fourth-
floor apartment window—his diary that year
records his fear of going mad. there were other
breakdowns in 1837, 1838, and 1839, but with
the happiness of marriage to Clara Wieck in
1840, and the abundant, joyous outpouring 
of songs that year, it seemed that he had put 
his demons behind him, and that better times
lay ahead. 

But in 1842, Schumann collapsed from ex-
haustion and overwork. the worst time of all
came in 1844: he could not even listen to
music—“which cut into my nerves as if with
knives”—and he complained of a constant, 
debilitating ringing in his ears. he also suffered
from trembling and from unreasonable fears of
sharp metal objects and heights (doubtless the
consequence of renting that fourth-floor apart-
ment). When robert and Clara went to dres -

den that october, his nights were sleepless and
sheer torture; Clara would awaken to find him
“swimming in tears.” he wrote no music for a
year—it took him weeks just to draft a letter.
eventually he began to study Bach systemati-
cally, and to try his own hand at some compo-
sitional exercises. 

this C-major symphony is the first large-
scale piece Schumann wrote after his break-
down. For a composer who cut his teeth on
piano pieces and songs, moved naturally into
chamber music, and had only recently tackled
writing for orchestra, this was a bold effort, 
perhaps even a test of the strength of his recu-
peration. although we know it as Schumann’s
second symphony, it follows an abandoned 
effort from 1832—attempted long before his
confidence and talent worked in tandem—
and several works dating from 1841: the Spring
Symphony published as his first, the d-minor
symphony later revised and published as no. 4,
and the beginnings of another symphony in 
C minor. Schumann took to the new medium
with great enthusiasm, if not comparable 
experience: the Spring Symphony, for example,
was sketched in four days and finished in less 
than a month.

the C-major symphony did not go as
quickly or as easily, partly because Schumann
was feeling his way back toward a full workload.
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three years after finishing the music, he wrote
to d.g. otten, the music director in hamburg:

i wrote my symphony in december 1845, and
i sometimes fear my semi-invalid state can 
be divined from the music. i began to feel more
myself when i wrote the last movement, and
was certainly much better when i finished 
the whole work. all the same it reminds me of
dark days.

though Schumann did indeed write the
symphony in a month, the orchestration took
much longer. he began to score the first move-
ment in February 1846 and did not finish it until
early may. the work was completed the follow-
ing october 19, just three weeks before Felix
mendelssohn conducted the first performance. 

all of Schumann’s symphonies search for new
light to shed on a familiar form. they are
marked by innovation and experiment—and
sometimes by a rather deliberate attempt to
avoid comparison with the towering achieve-
ments of Beethoven. the d-minor piece even-
tually published as his Symphony no. 4 is so
daring and unconventional that Schumann
thought of calling it a “symphonic fantasy,” side-
stepping the issue altogether. all four published
symphonies aim for unity by linking the move-
ments through titles or thematic cross-reference.

the C-major symphony begins with a
moody slow introduction, the most ob-
vious reminder of the composer’s dark

days. more importantly, it provides the main
theme and several subsidiary ideas for the en-
suing allegro ma non troppo as well as the
brass fanfare that returns to crown the first
three movements and to hover near the end of
the symphony. although the first movement it-
self is high in energy and emotion, Schumann
chooses to follow it not with the accustomed
calm of a slow movement, but with a virtuosic

scherzo. and he thwarts expectations by giving
us two independent trios, the first genial in a
rustic way, and the second, with its theme 
presented both upright and upside down, a 
reminder that it was Bach’s music that led
Schumann back to his desk.

like Beethoven in his ninth Symphony,
Schumann has kept us waiting for the slow
movement, and he does not disappoint. this is
music of great beauty, written in C minor (the
other three movements are in C major) and re-
vitalized midway through by the beginnings of
a fugue—another tip of the hat to Bach. despite
Schumann’s claims of improved health, the 
finale has often troubled analysts; even donald
tovey, normally rational though often outspo-
ken, found it incoherent. it is mainly a question
of proportion. it begins with great authority and
confidence, and includes as its second theme a
brilliant transformation of the principal melody
from the andante. the development and reca-
pitulation merge, ending in C minor. then 
follows a coda so long (half the movement’s
length) and remarkable that it nearly overshad-
ows all that came before. it is based on a theme
that is completely new to the symphony, though
Schumann had used it before, in his piano
Fantasy, pointedly borrowing it from Beet ho -
ven’s An die ferne Geliebte (“to the distant
beloved”), where it accompanies the words
“take, then, these songs of mine.” By 1845
Schumann had married his own beloved, offer-
ing her some 121 songs in the year of their mar-
riage alone, and so the reference is both loving
and triumphant, a reminder that it was Clara
who encouraged robert to try writing for or-
chestra, wisely promising that “his imagination
cannot find sufficient scope on the piano.”

—Phillip Huscher

Phillip Huscher has been the program annotator
for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra since 1987.
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Stephen Williamson is principal clarinet of the
Chicago Symphony orchestra under riccardo
muti. Williamson formerly was principal clar-
inet of both the new york philharmonic (2013–
14) and the metropolitan opera orch estra
(2003–11). in addition, he has been a frequent
guest principal clarinet with the Saito Kinen
Festival orchestra in Japan under Seiji ozawa. 

Williamson currently is a faculty member of
depaul university in Chicago. he also has
served on the faculty at Columbia univer sity
and the mannes College of music in new york
City, as well as at the pacific music Festival 

in Sapporo, Japan. Williamson has recorded for
the Sony Classics, telarc, Cri, Bmg, naxos,
and decca labels, and can be heard on numer-
ous film soundtracks. he was a featured soloist
with the CSo under John Williams, recording
Williams’ oscar-nominated score for Steven
Spiel berg’s film Lincoln.

an avid soloist and chamber musician,
Williamson has performed extensively in the
united States, europe, and asia. he has collab-
orated with such artists as James levine, yo-yo
ma, mitsuko uchida, Jeffrey Kahane, anne-
marie mcdermott, emanuel ax, and meliora
Winds; the aspen, dorian, and Sylvan wind
quintets; and the Brentano, american, Jasper,
Brasilia, and dover string quartets. past con-
certo performances include mozart’s Clarinet
Concerto with the CSo (2016), the pacific
music Festival orchestra in Japan (2011), and
the metropolitan opera orchestra in Carnegie
hall under conductor Fabio luisi (2012).

Williamson received his bachelor’s degree
and performer’s certificate from the eastman
School of music, and his master’s degree from
the Juilliard School. as a Fulbright scholar, he
furthered his studies at the hochschule der
Künste in Berlin. his past teachers include peter
rieckhoff, Charles neidich, Kenneth grant,
and michael Webster. 

a longtime Selmer-paris and Vandoren
artist, Williamson currently plays Selmer Sig -
nature clarinets and uses Vandoren traditional
reeds with a James pyne JX/BC mouthpiece. 
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of the negaunee music institute at the CSo. the
institute also manages the Civic orchestra of
Chicago, the only pre-professional training 
ensemble of its kind affiliated with a major
american orchestra.

the parent organization for the CSo is the
Chicago Symphony orchestra association
(CSoa), which also includes the acclaimed
Chicago Symphony Chorus, directed by duain
Wolfe. under the banner of its presentation 
series, entitled Symphony Center presents, the
CSoa annually presents dozens of prestigious
guest artists and ensembles from a variety of

ABOUT THE ARTISTS (continued from page 16)

musical genres—classical, jazz, pop, world, and
contemporary.

thousands of patrons, volunteers, and
donors—corporations, foundations, govern-
ment agencies, and individuals—support the
CSoa each year. the CSo’s music director 
position is endowed in perpetuity by a gener-
ous gift from the zell Family Foundation. the
negaunee Foundation provides generous sup-
port in perpetuity for the work of the negaunee
music institute. Bank of america is the global
Sponsor of the CSo.
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zellerbach hall

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
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Johannes BrahmS (1833–1897) Symphony no. 3 in F major, op. 90
allegro con brio
andante
poco allegretto
allegro
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BrahmS Symphony no. 2 in d major, op. 73
allegro non troppo
adagio non troppo
allegretto grazioso (Quasi andantino)
allegro con spirito
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Johannes Brahms
Symphony No. 3 in F Major, Op. 90
the Chicago Symphony orchestra played
Brahms’ third Symphony in its very first sea-
son. By then, Johannes Brahms, still very much
alive, had stopped writing symphonic music. 
it was a time of tying up loose ends, finishing
business, and clearing the desk. (at the end of
that season, in the spring of 1892, theodore
thomas, the CSo’s first music director, invited
Brahms to come to Chicago for the upcoming
World’s Columbian exposition, but the com-
poser declined, saying he did not want to make
the long trip.) it is hard today to imagine that
Brahms’ third Symphony was once a challeng-
ing work of contemporary music. yet several
hundred people walked out of the first Boston
Symphony performance in 1884, and the critic
for the Boston Gazette called it “painfully dry,
deliberate, and ungenial.” (it had been intro-
duced to america a month before at one of
Frank van der Stucken’s novelty Concerts in
new york.)

even when Brahms’ music was new, it was
hardly radical. Brahms was concerned with
writing music worthy of standing next to that
by Beethoven; it was this fear that kept him
from placing the double bar at the end of his
First Symphony for 20 years. hugo Wolf, the
adventuresome song composer, said, “Brahms

writes symphonies regardless of what has hap-
pened in the meantime.” he did not mean that
as a compliment, but it touches on an impor-
tant truth: Brahms was the first composer to 
develop successfully Beethoven’s rigorous brand
of symphonic thinking.

hans richter, a musician of considerable
perception, called this F-major symphony
Brahms’ Eroica. there’s certainly something
Beethovenesque about the way the music is 
developed from the most compact material, 
although the parallel with the monumental, 
expansive Eroica is puzzling, aside from the
opening tempo (allegro con brio) and the 
fact that they are both third symphonies.
Brahms’ third Symphony is his shortest and 
his most tightly knit. its substance came to him
in a relatively sudden spurt: it was mostly 
written in less than four months—a flash of 
inspiration compared to the 20 years he spent
on his First Symphony. Brahms was enjoying 
a trip to the rhine at the time, and he quickly
rented a place in Wiesbaden, where he could
work in peace, and canceled his plans to sum-
mer in Bad ischl. the whole symphony was
written nonstop.

the benefit of such compressed work is a
thematic coherence and organic unity rare
even in Brahms. Clara Schumann wrote to
Brahms on  February 11, 1884, after having
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spent hours playing through the work in its
two-piano version: “all the movements seem
to be of one piece, one beat of the heart.” Clara
had been following Brahms’ career ever since
the day he showed up at the door some 30
years earlier, asking to meet her famous hus-
band. By 1884, robert Schumann—Brahms’
first staunch advocate—was long dead, and
Brahms’ on-again-off-again infatuation with
Clara was off for good. But she was still a dear
friend, a musician of great insight, and a keen
judge of his work.

Surely, in trying to get her hands around
the three massive chords with which
Brahms begins, Clara noted in the top

voice the rising F, a-flat, F motive that had 
become Brahms’ monogram for “frei aber froh”
(free but joyful), an optimistic response to the
motto of his friend Joseph Joachim, “frei aber
einsam” (free but lonely). it is one of the few
times in Brahms’ music that the notes mean
something beyond themselves. that particular
motive can be pointed out again and again
throughout the symphony—it is the bass line
for the violin melody that follows in measures
three and four, for example. Clara also cannot
have missed the continual shifting back and
forth from a-natural to a-flat, starting with the
first three chords and again in the very first
phrase of Brahms’ cascading violin melody.
Since the half step from a-natural down to 
a-flat darkens F major into F minor, the pre-
eminence of F major is not so certain in this
music, even though we already know from the
title that it will win in the end.

in four measures (and as many seconds),
Brahms has laid his cards on the table. in the
course of this movement and those that follow,
we could trace, with growing fascination, the
progress of that rising three-note motive, or
the  falling thirds of the violin theme, or the
quicksilver shifts of major to minor that give
this music its peculiar character. this is what
Clara meant when she commented that “all 
the movements seem to be of one piece,” for, 
although Brahms’ connections are intricate and
subtle, we sense their presence, and that they
are unshakable.

For all its apparent beauty, Brahms’ third
Symphony has not always been the most easily
grasped of his works. Brahms does not shake 
us by the shoulders as Beethoven so often did,
even though the quality of his material and 
the logic of its development is up to the Beet -
hovenian standards he set for himself. all four
movements end quietly—try to name one other
symphony of which that can be said—and some
of its most powerful moments are so restrained
that the tension is nearly unbearable.

Both the second and third movements hold
back as much as they reveal. For long stretches,
Brahms writes music that never rises above
piano; when it does, the effect is always telling.
the andante abounds in beautiful writing
for the clarinet, long one of Brahms’ favorite 
instruments. (the year the Chicago Symphony
first played this symphony, Brahms met the
clarinetist richard mühlfeld, who inspired the
composer’s last great instrumental works, the
Clarinet trio and the Clarinet Quintet.) the
third movement opens with a wonderful, arch-
ing theme for cello—another of the low, rich
sounds Brahms favored—later taken up by the
solo horn in a passage so fragile and transpar-
ent it overrules all the textbook comments
about the excessive weight of Brahms’ writing.

there is weight and power in the finale, al-
though it begins furtively in the shadows and
evaporates into thin air some 10 minutes later.
the body of the movement is dramatic, force-
ful, and brilliantly designed. as the critic
donald tovey writes in his famous essay on this
symphony, “it needs either a close analysis or
none at all.” the latter will save the sort of
scrutiny that is not possible in the concert hall,
but two things do merit mention. the somber
music in the trombones and bassoons very near
the beginning is a theme from the middle of the
third movement (precisely the sort of thematic
reference we do not associate with Brahms).
and the choice of F minor for the key of this
movement was determined as early as the
fourth bar of the symphony, when the cloud of
the minor mode crossed over the bold F-major
opening. throughout the finale, the clouds re-
turn repeatedly (and often unexpectedly), and
Brahms makes something of a cliffhanger out
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of the struggle between major and minor. the
ending is a surprise, not because it settles com-
fortably into F major, but because, in a way that
is virtually unknown to the symphony before
the 20th century, it allows the music to unwind,
all its energy spent, content with the memory
of the symphony’s opening.

Brahms
Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 73
Within months after the long-awaited premiere
of his First Symphony, Brahms produced an-
other one. the two were as different as night and
day—logically enough, since the first had taken
two decades of struggle and soul-searching
and the second was written over a summer 
holiday. if it truly was Beethoven’s symphonic
achievement that stood in Brahms’ way for all
those years, nothing seems to have stopped the
flow of this new symphony in d major. Brahms
had put his fears and worries behind him.

this music was composed at the picture-
postcard village of pörtschach, on the Wörther -
see, where Brahms had rented two tiny rooms
for his summer holiday (and where he would
write his Violin Concerto the next summer).
the rooms apparently were ideal for composi-
tion, even though the hallway was so narrow
that Brahms’ piano could not be moved up the
stairs. “it is delightful here,” Brahms wrote to

Fritz Simrock, his publisher, soon after arriving,
and the new symphony bears witness to his 
apparent delight. later that summer, when
Brahms’ friend theodor Billroth, an amateur
musician, played through the score for the first
time, he wrote to the composer at once: “it is 
all rippling streams, blue sky, sunshine, and cool
green shadows. how beautiful it must be at
pörtschach.” eventually listeners began to call
this Brahms’ Pastoral Symphony, again raising
the comparison with Beethoven. But if Brahms’
Second Symphony has a true companion, it is
the violin concerto he would write the following
summer in pörtschach—cut from the same 
d-major cloth and reflecting the mood and even
some of the thematic material of the symphony.

When Brahms sent the first movement of his
new symphony off to Clara Schumann, she pre-
dicted that this music would fare better with the
public than the tough and stormy First, and she
was right. the first performance, on december
30, 1877, in Vienna under hans richter, was a
triumph, and the third movement had to be 
repeated. When Brahms conducted the second
performance, in leipzig just after the beginning
of the new year, the audience was again enthu-
siastic. But Brahms’ real moment of glory came
late in the summer of 1878, when his new sym-
phony was a great success in his native ham -
burg, where he had twice failed to win a coveted
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music post. Still, it would be another decade 
before the honorary Freedom of hamburg—
the city’s highest honor—was given to him, and
Brahms remained ambivalent about his birth-
place for the rest of his life. in the meantime, 
the Second Symphony found receptive listen-
ers nearly everywhere it was played.

From the opening bars of the allegro non
troppo—with their bucolic horn calls and
woodwind chords—we prepare for the

radiant sunlight and pure skies that Billroth
promised. and, with one soaring phrase from
the first violins, Brahms’ great pastoral scene
unfolds before us. although another of Billroth’s
letters to the composer suggests that “a happy,
cheerful mood permeates the whole work,”
Brahms knows that even a sunny day contains
moments of darkness and doubt—moments
when pastoral serenity threatens to turn tragic.
it is that underlying tension—even drama—
that gives this music its remarkable character.
a few details stand out: two particularly bracing
passages for the three trombones in the devel-
opment section, and much later, just before the
coda, a wavering horn call that emerges, serene
and magical. this is followed, as if it were the
most logical thing in the world, by a jolly bit of
dance-hall waltzing before the music flickers
and dies.

eduard hanslick, one of Brahms’ champions,
thought the adagio “more conspicuous for the
development of the themes than for the worth

of the themes themselves.” hanslick was not the
first critic to be wrong—this movement has very
little to do with development as we know it—
although it is unlike him to be so far off the
mark when dealing with music by Brahms.
hanslick did notice that the third movement
has the relaxed character of a serenade. it is, for
all its initial grace and charm, a serenade of
some complexity, with two frolicsome presto
passages (smartly disguising the main theme)
and a wealth of shifting accents.

the finale is jubilant and electrifying; the
clouds seem to disappear after the hushed open-
ing bars, and the music blazes forward, almost
unchecked, to the very end. For all Brahms’
concern about measuring up to Beethoven, he
seldom mentioned his admiration for haydn
and his ineffable high spirits, but that is who
Brahms most resembles here. there is, of course,
the great orchestral roar of triumph that always
suggests Beethoven. But many moments are
pure Brahms, like the ecstatic clarinet solo that
rises above the bustle only minutes into the
movement, or the warm and striding theme 
in the strings that immediately follows. the 
extraordinary brilliance of the final bars—as
unbridled an outburst as any in Brahms—was
not lost on his great admirer antonín dvořák
when he wrote his Carnival overture.

—Phillip Huscher

Phillip Huscher has been the program annotator
for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra since 1987.
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From Beethoven’s ninth, Bruckner also
found his model for a large-scale structure: a 
big first movement, a spacious adagio, a scherzo
in sonata form, and a wide-ranging finale that
gathers many threads together in a new light. 
it is useless (though accurate) to note that the
first movement of Bruckner’s Fourth is twice as
long as any opening symphonic movement in
mozart or haydn, and comparable only to
those of Beethoven’s Eroica and ninth sym-
phonies, among its predecessors. For Bruckner
is not haydn, mozart, or Beethoven—not in the
way he handles themes, plans his harmonic
structure, or conceives form—even if he is
working with many of the same tools. 

it has taken music lovers some time to un-
derstand him. robert Simpson, who wrote one
of the first comprehensive studies of the sym-
phonies, describes Bruckner’s technique as a
manifestation of patience. it is patience that
many listeners today do not bring to Bruckner,
and he will not divulge his greatness without it.
Bruckner has never been known to make a long
story short, but he is a masterful storyteller. the
slow movement of this symphony moves at a
deliberate and relentless gait, but it is shrewdly
paced and lovingly told, and there are moments
of almost unimaginable beauty. the grand cli-
max is truly impressive only if one has made the
slow ascent.

the scherzo, with its combination of hunt-
ing calls and brass fanfares, is lively, exciting
stuff. But the pace is still leisurely, and the trio
(marked “not too quickly”) is delicately scored
and even more relaxed. When the scherzo re-
turns, it is particularly noticeable how Bruckner
relies not on speed, but on sheer sonority—here
the full brass band—to create excitement.

a Bruckner finale is always large and com-
plicated, and this one gave him an especially
hard time. as the British critic donald tovey
pointed out long ago, this finale is really a slow
movement, with all its customary attributes,
despite what Bruckner chooses to call it. it

opens, like the symphony, with a serene horn
call over low stirrings that leads to increased
commotion. Bruckner takes time for any num-
ber of detours to distant harmonic regions, 
enriching the itinerary immeasurably. there is
a sense throughout of covering vast distances—
an understanding of musical space that is new
to the symphony. the shadow of the scherzo
hovers. near the end, after a barrage from 
the full orchestra, there is a great, unexpected
pause, and then the last full paragraph. as
Bruckner told the conductor arthur nikisch—
in explanation of one of his most common
idiosyncrasies—he liked to catch his breath 
before saying something significant. and the
ending is important, for it brings us back to the
opening of the symphony, with its simple horn
call. there is both a sense of wrapping things
up and the satisfaction of reunion, as Bruckner
gathers together familiar themes, like tourists
who have gone their separate ways and meet at
the day’s end.

a postscript. Scarcely three months after
Bruckner’s death in Vienna, theodore thomas
and the Chicago Symphony orchestra intro-
duced his Fourth Symphony to Chicago on
January 22, 1897, as a way of “keeping audi-
ences in touch with musical progress,” the
Tribune said. it was the first symphony by
Bruck ner the orchestra ever played.

a parting word about the subtitle, Romantic.
this is the only Bruckner symphony with a sub-
title added by the composer himself. it was part
of a scheme devised by his friends, after the
symphony was completed, to give the music a
programmatic storyline as well as a title, to draw
a more receptive audience. Bruckner reluctantly
agreed, but admitted that even he did not know
what the finale was supposed to depict.

—Phillip Huscher

Phillip Huscher has been the program annotator
for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra since 1987.
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